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Attempts to draw a clear distinction between what is consumption and what is marketing is problematic. The act of purchasing an officially released souvenir containing public domain anime music and imagery infringes on the marketing rights of the original anime music publisher or
label by claiming association with an officially affiliated organization. This illustrates the difficulty in defending the argument that Fan Art is only an advertising campaign by the creator rather than an act of . Furthermore, the concept of Fan Art is often interpreted in terms of the artists

ability to market themselves as artists rather than the consumers ability to purchase as consumers. AsciiB is an example of a Fan Art site that receives advertising and the creator's involvement in the service. This also presents a problem with the ability to distinguish between
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theyre just too hard to come by. even if someone is willing to create a character from a game or anime, its not like they can get away with those costumes. theyre usually either really expensive, really limited in availability, or theyre just plain ugly. i also feel theyre often anachronistic. i
mean, what were those red go-go boots back in 1982? i didnt know anybody wore those at the time. i mean, its like wearing a 50s housewife dress to a modern day event. it just doesnt work. i know there are people who want to cosplay old video games or old anime characters, and i

respect their efforts. it's just that i want to do things my way as well. i want to be as costumed as possible. it just makes me feel like i can fit in better. plus, i get to go on a ride everytime i go out. so, why not? irisviel and saber are both great characters from fate/zero. theyre both girls
who could be considered my type, which is really rare in anime. theyre both strong and smart. theyre also both incredibly beautiful, and i wouldnt want to be on the wrong side of either one of them. theyre both the type of characters that i really like. their personalities are just so

different. one is very blunt and does not suffer fools, the other is very kind and always tries to help her friends. it was a great choice for me to go with saber because she represents a more positive side of a character. the realistic side of that character. she knows how to make friends.
irisviel is very serious and keeps to herself. while saber is laid back and doesnt take things seriously. if youre looking for a more upbeat character, saber is for you. if you want someone who will look out for you and will be there for you, irisviel is for you. in the end, though, i had to chose

saber. she was just too tempting not to. my friend and i were debating which character we would cosplay, and it was saber or irisviel. we both agreed that saber would be easier to cosplay, she wouldnt require as much work, she could wear almost any costume, and she was just plain
hot. so, thats what we decided to do. i always tell people that whenever theyre deciding on a character they want to cosplay, to pick the character they want to cosplay. i had to cosplay saber, and i wasnt really sure how i was going to pull it off, but i was still really happy with the end

result. i think i did a pretty good job. 5ec8ef588b
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